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 salts; fibrous tissue, blood and lymph come next; and the quantity in
the organs is much less. This accounts for the fact that the biurate is
precipitated in the joint tissues, whereas the muscles, brain, liver, and
spleen are not affected. The synovial fluid, being relatively stagnant,
provides other conditions favourable to precipitation. The freer circula-
tion of blood and lymph in other fibrous tissues favours reabsorption
of uratic deposits when the proportion of uric acid in the blood is
reduced by excretion. The synovial fluid has frequently been found to
be laden with crystals of sodium biurate, which tend to be deposited in
those parts of the joint which have been damaged by wear and tear or
other form of injury.
A lowered pB. (increased acidity) of the tissues also appears to favour
precipitation, a fact which explains why damaged or necrotic areas are
the chief sites of uratic deposits.
The deposition of crystalline sodium biurate in the tissues may take
place without giving rise to any symptoms and is not the cause of acute
attacks of gout, The idea that it is the mechanical effect of the crystals
which causes pain has been generally abandoned. Articular cartilage
may be found incrusted with uratic deposit at necropsy when there
have not been any symptoms during life, and tophi frequently form in
the cartilage of the ears without the patient being conscious of their
presence until they attain some size.
The influence of chronic lead poisoning upon gout has been, referred
to on page 38. It is less often seen now than formerly, but in the last
century the association was well marked in the south of England,
though rare in the north. Oliver noted that workmen from the south
developed it if they migrated to the north. Probably lead accelerated
the development of gout only in those with an hereditary or acquired
predisposition to the disease and most likely by interference with the
renal functions.
4.-CLINICAL PICTURE
Acute attack The classical type of acute gout is marked by sudden onset, most often
in the great toe in the early attacks, later in the tarsus, ankles, knees,
fingers, or wrists: the other joints are seldom attacked acutely. The
affected joint is swollen, and deep red or reddish purple in colour;
sometimes slight oedema is present but the tenderness is too extreme
to justify testing for this; pain is severe, often excruciating, the tempera-
ture is generally a little raised, and the urine scanty and high coloured.
The first attack may last only a few days; but as the disease gains a firm
hold on the tissues of the victim the attacks may last several days, or
one may follow an.oth.er affecting different joints in turn, and this
may go on for several weeks. In the absence of a definite history of
previous attacks it may easily be mistaken for rheumatic fever; slight
desquamation may occur over the affected joint, which is not met with
in rheumatism.

